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March 8, 2019 

Ted Spraker, Chair 
Alaska Board of Game 

49230 Victoria Avenue 
Soldotna, AK 99669 

Re: Sub-Unit 98 Season Change 

Dear Mr. Spraker, 

ck' Alaska Lodge 

Bob Cusack, cusa s
d suite 202 

2665 East Tudor Roa

k 99507
Anchorage, Alas a 

t>obcusack@aot.com

I write in advance on the upcoming Board of Game meeting scheduled for the weekend 
of March 16, 2019. At that meeting, the Board will address the Agenda Change Request for Unit 
98 on the Alaska Peninsula. My intentions are to attend and present at this meeting. However, I
feel the need to touch base with you on a few important facts which I hope will facilitate the 
Board in reaching the proper conclusion with regard to Sub-Unit 98.

I am a Master Guide and have guided on the Alaska Peninsula for 50 years in all five sub
units of Unit 9. I ask you to consider these points as background on the issue before the Board 
meets next week: 

1. Sub-Units require different management. The State of Alaska has designated Units by
geographical and climate diversity so that game can be managed appropriately for the
circumstances specific to each Unit. However, the State of Alaska has also
acknowledged that within each Unit are Sub-Units with different geography and
conditions and, as a result, game must be managed differently within Sub-Units.

2. Sub-Unit 98 does not suffer the same conditions as Sub-Units 9C, 9E, and 90. Sub-Unit
98 is located further north on the Peninsula than Sub-Units 9C, 9E, and 90. The
geographic and seasonal conditions in 98 differ from the other Sub-Units. Because Sub
Unit 98 is located further North and offers a different habitat for bears than the
southern sub-units, the winter cold sets in sooner in late September and early October.
This means that the bears in Sub-Unit 98 historically hibernate sooner than the bears in
the other Unit 9 sub-units. These differences have long been recognized by the State of
Alaska in game regulation and management. For example, for decades Sub-Unit 9B's
bear hunting season has opened earlier, on September 20th, whereas Sub-Units 9C, 9E,
and 90 have opened on October 1st.

Further, it has been established that Sub-Unit 98 enjoys a healthy bear population and
does not have the same "winter kill" problem as 9C, 9E, and 90.

To illustrate this point: Sub-Unit 98 is just 10 miles southeast of Sub-Unit 17. 9B and 17

are very similar in terms of bear population, harvest pressure and geography. In fact, 9B
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